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ABSTRACT

PIECING TOGETHER THE TRIASSIC/JURASSIC STRATIGRAPHY ALONG THE
SOUTH FLANK OF THE UINTA MOUNTAINS, NORTHEAST UTAH: A
STRATIGRAPHIC ANALYSIS OF THE BELL SPRINGS MEMBER OF THE
NUGGET SANDSTONE

Paul H. Jensen
Department of Geology
Master of Science

Nomenclature for the Upper Triassic and Lower Jurassic strata along the south
flank of the Uinta Mountains has been somewhat confusing because of the position of the
study area between southern Wyoming, where one set of names is used, and
central/southern Utah where a different set of formation names is used. The Nugget
Sandstone or Glen Canyon Sandstone of the eastern Uinta Mountains overlies the Upper
Triassic Popo Agie or Chinle Formation. The nature of the contact between these two
formations is unclear both in stratigraphic location and conformability. The Chinle
Formation consists, in ascending order, of the Gartra Member, the purple unit, the ocher
unit, and the upper red unit. The overlying Nugget Sandstone consists of two members,

the lower Bell Springs Member and the overlying unnamed cross-bedded member,
typically believed to be Navajo Sandstone equivalent. These two units of the Nugget
Sandstone are thought to represent the Glen Canyon Group of the Colorado Plateau,
although no obvious Wingate or Kayenta Formation equivalents have been recognized.
The Bell Springs Member contains abundant fine-grained, ripple-laminated
sandstones, red and green mudstones, occasional mudcracks and salt casts, evidence of
burrowing and exposure, and some medium- to coarse-grained sandstones with smallscale (30-40 cm high) cross-beds. This member was deposited in a marine tidal flat
environment, quite different from the mainly eolian environment of the rest of the Nugget
Sandstone. The Bell Springs Member appears to be entirely Upper Triassic, based upon
dinosaur tracks, while the upper windblown unit’s age is unknown, but probably straddles
the Triassic-Jurassic boundary.
During mapping in the Donkey Flat, Steinaker Reservoir, Dry Fork, and Lake
Mountain quadrangles, the Bell Springs Member of the Nugget Sandstone was mapped as
a separate unit.
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Introduction
The southern flank of the Uinta Mountains offers a variety of options for both the
outdoor enthusiast and professional geologist. Excellent outcrops of Mesozoic strata
create a beautiful landscape, which serves as the backdrop for the largest town in the
area, Vernal, UT. The study area is located north of Vernal, approximately 10 miles
north along Utah Highway 191, near Red Fleet Reservoir (figure 1). Red Fleet Reservoir
was constructed in 1980 for recreation and to control the flow of Big Brush Creek for
down-stream residents. The land surrounding the reservoir, which comprises the Red
Fleet Reservoir State Park, contains dinosaur footprints, vertebrate and invertebrate
fossils, petroglyphs, and many other historically impressive remnants of Earth’s past.
A geologic map, including accompanying unit descriptions, cross section, and a
stratigraphic column have been created for the Donkey Flat 7.5’ (1:24,000 scale)
quadrangle as a result of this project. During the making of this geologic map, specific
questions have arisen regarding stratigraphy and nomenclature, which will be addressed
in this thesis.
The Donkey Flat quadrangle is located between the Colorado Plateau, where one
set of formation names are used and southwestern Wyoming, where another set of
formation names are used. Stratigraphically, there are many problematic areas
throughout the Donkey Flat quadrangle. One problem is the Glen Canyon Sandstone;
using a group name for a formation does not make much sense, particularly when the
formations in the Glen Canyon Group do not seem to correlate into the southern Uinta
Mountains. A second problem, which will not be addressed in detail in this thesis, is the
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location of the boundary dividing the Jurassic Morrison Formation from the overlying
Cretaceous Cedar Mountain Formation.
This document has been separated into two chapters. Chapter one will highlight
the stratigraphy in the Donkey Flat quadrangle along with the economic geology,
geohazards, structure, and geologic scenic attractions. Chapter two will discuss the
stratigraphic problem involving the Glen Canyon Sandstone; offering specific
suggestions for correlation and naming of units in the Uinta Mountain area.

Chapter One: Mapping the Donkey Flat 7.5’ Quadrangle,
Uintah County, Utah
Introduction
The Donkey Flat 7.5’ quadrangle is located in the Uinta Mountain physiographic
province just north of the Colorado Plateau. Topographically, the quadrangle straddles
the transition from the Uinta Basin to the southern flank of the Uinta Mountains. The
southwest corner of Donkey Flat quadrangle intersects 40° 30’ N latitude 109° 30’ W
longitude. The northwest corner is at the 40° 37’30” N latitude 109° 30’ W longitude
intersection, the northeaster corner is at 40° 37’30” N latitude 109° 22’ 30” W longitude
intersection and the southeastern corner is at 40° 30’ N latitude 109° 22’ 30” W
longitude.
The Donkey Flat quadrangle includes landmarks and geographic features known
to both locals and travelers. The largest landmark in the quadrangle is the phosphate strip
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mine in the northwest corner of the quadrangle. The mine has altered most of the
mountainside; depleted sections of the mine have been reclaimed and replanted. During
field work, blasting occurred almost daily, prefaced with air raid sirens announcing the
subsequent explosion. Other landmarks include the “Red Fleet battleship” rock
formations; three large “ships” pointing uphill comprised of the Nugget Sandstone (figure
26). The Bell Springs Member serves as the deck of the ship while the upper unnamed
member (Navajo Sandstone equivalent) forms the upper decks and stacks. These rock
formations are located approximately 1.3 miles east of Utah Highway 191 and north of
the Red Fleet Reservoir, which serves as a local recreational area. Lastly, the hills in the
south-central part of the quadrangle are known as the Buckskin Hills; their brown color is
similar to that of buckskin leather. The hills are underlain by the Mancos Shale and
capped by thick deposits of alluvial gravel containing large cobbles and boulders of
Precambrian Uinta Mountain Group quartzite. These hills serve as local recreation areas
for ATV/4X4 enthusiasts.

Stratigraphy
The geologic units exposed in the map area range in age from Pennsylvanian to
recent Quaternary deposits (figure 2). The processes responsible for the superb
exposures of these units are: 1) uplift of the Uinta Mountains during the Laramide
orogeny creating an east-west trending anticline and 2) exhumation of the formations
during the past few million years by the Colorado River drainage. The beds are dipping,
on average, at about 20º to the south-southeast, creating the southern flank of the Uinta
Mountains. All of the formations are well-preserved, with relatively little subsequent
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deformation other than tilting. Some small slump blocks and landslides are present in the
quadrangle; however, these do not significantly affect the stratigraphic relationships.
The geologic units found within the map area will be described briefly, including
where it can be found within the quadrangle, its composition, and its thickness. Other
sources which describe adjacent areas with similar stratigraphy include Hansen (1965),
Sprinkel (2000), Gregson and Chure (2000), and Haddox (2005).

Pennsylvanian
Pennsylvanian rocks are widely exposed along the south flank. However, in the
Donkey Flat quadrangle, they are limited to one formation that is only exposed in the
incised canyons of Big Brush Creek and other minor drainages on the slope in the north
part of the area. This formation is the Weber Sandstone.

Weber Sandstone (PPw)
The Weber Sandstone (Hansen, 1965; Sprinkel, 2000; Gregson and Chure, 2000;
Haddox, 2005) straddles the Pennsylvanian-Permian boundary and is a major reservoir of
oil and gas in the area. It is a spectacular formation, generally forming very large, sheer
cliffs. These cliffs, however, are sparse through-out the Donkey Flat quadrangle. The
best outcrop of the Weber Sandstone is located in the extreme northwest corner of the
area, known as Big Brush Gorge, where Big Brush Creek is incised. However, it is
difficult to access this large gorge because it is restricted by the large phosphate mine.
Other areas where the formation typically would outcrop have been altered by the large
strip mine and consequently, large canyons comprised of the Weber Sandstone have been
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filled in with mine tailings. Adjacent areas where the Weber Sandstone is exposed
include Dry Fork Canyon and Ashley Gorge to the west and Split Mountain anticline, to
the east.
The Weber Sandstone consists of two units—a lower unit comprising about onethird of the formation, containing fossiliferous limestones as well as medium- to finegrained, quartz sandstones, and an upper unit, about two-thirds of the formation,
consisting exclusively of trough cross-bedded medium- to fine-grained, quartz rich
sandstone. Both units are gray to tan, or orange in color. The change in between the two
units is subtle, but can be seen where angular ledges of the lower unit change to more
rounded ledges in the upper unit. The formation is the result of an eolian-marine
transitional system from the Middle Pennsylvanian to Early Permian age (Sprinkel,
2000). It is approximately 1100 thick; however, only the upper 800 feet are exposed in
Big Brush Gorge.

Permian
The upper third of the Weber Sandstone and Park City Formation represent the
Permian System in the map area. The Park City Formation is marine and was deposited
on a broad shelf. No rocks from Late Permian age are present in the area and the contact
separating the Permian rocks from the overlying Triassic rocks is the TR-1 unconformity
(Pipiringos and O’Sullivan, 1978).

Park City Formation (Ppc)
The Park City Formation (Hansen, 1965; Sprinkel, 2000; Gregson and Chure,
2000; Haddox, 2005) is an important formation for the Vernal area because it is the
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source of oil found in the Weber Sandstone (Sprinkel and others, 1997). It also contains
the Meade Peak Member, which is equivalent to the Phosphoria Member (Schell and
Dyni, 1973) that is a source of rich phosphate deposits (figure 3). These phosphate
deposits are the target beds of the strip mine seen in the northwest corner of the Donkey
Flat quadrangle. Some fossils found in the limestone beds of the Park City Formation
suggest that it correlates with the lower member of the Kaibab Limestone of the Colorado
Plateau (Hansen, 1965). The best exposures of the Park City Formation are difficult to
observe up-close because they lie on land owned by the phosphate mine, which has
posted signs for no trespassing. Although difficult to observe at a close range, the
removal of large amounts of rock has exposed the entire unit inside the mine. Driving
along Utah Highway 191 and stopping at the scenic turnouts, it is possible to view the
formation from a distance. The Park City Formation forms the broad dip slope coming
off of the south flank of the Uinta Mountains.
The Park City Formation is comprised of four members (Haddox, 2005): a lower
shale/mudstone (Meade Peak Member), a dolomite bed (Lower Franson Member),
another shale/mudstone (Makantire Member), and a capping dolomite bed (Upper
Franson Member). The Meade Peak Member is a dark-gray, shaley mudstone, containing
abundant peloidal particles. This is the phosphate rich bed that is mined and processed.
The Lower Franson is a yellow, tan, reddish dolomite which contains brachiopod shell
fragments and calcium carbonate (CaCO3) crystals ranging from baseball to pea size.
The Makantire Member is an orange-reddish mudstone and is generally only visible
inside the mine. The Upper Franson is a very resistant, white dolomite that weathers into
large angular blocks. These highly resistant dolomite members serve as the hard outer
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shell protecting the underlying economic phosphate rich bed, thus justifying the use of
large explosives to expose the Meade Peak Member. The upper resistant dolomite bed is
also responsible for creating the prominent, broad dip slope of the south flank. It is
approximately 90-140 feet thick in the map area.

Triassic
The Triassic formations consist of the Dinwoody Formation (Early Triassic), the
Moenkopi Formation (Early Triassic), the Chinle Formation (Late Triassic), the Bell
Springs Member (Late Triassic) and the lower part of the upper cross-stratified member
of the Nugget Sandstone (Late Triassic to Early Jurassic) (Dubiel, 1994). The exact
Triassic-Jurassic contact is located somewhere in the upper cross-stratified member of the
Nugget Sandstone and has not yet been constrained. The Triassic formations represent
shallow marine sediments, deposited on broad, shallow shelves and tidal flats turning into
dominantly terrestrial deposits.

Dinwoody Formation (TRd)
The Dinwoody Formation (Hansen, 1965; Sprinkel, 2000; Gregson and Chure,
2000; Haddox, 2005) is roughly 625 feet thick in the map area. It is exposed across the
entire area and is capped, in some areas, by alluvial gravels comprised of Park City
Formation clasts. The gravels create a landscape of inverted topography. The much more
resistant clasts of the Park City Formation serve as a shield to incipient erosion and the
extremely non-resistant mudstone beds of the Dinwoody Formation wash away where it
is not armored by the alluvial fan debris. The Dinwoody is noticeable through-out the
area due to the contrast between its white beds and the overlying red beds of the
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Moenkopi Formation. To the west, the Dinwoody Formation interfingers with the lower
beds of the Moenkopi Formation, thinning until it eventually pinches out in the Dry Fork
quadrangle (Haddox, 2005).
The Dinwoody Formation consists mainly of light gray to light greenish gray,
calcareous, bedded siltstone and shale, with interbedded friable sandstones (figure 4)
(Sprinkel, 2000). Also present are moderately resistant sandstone beds, interbedded with
gypsum and anhydrite. The siltstone and sandstone beds show signs of soft sediment
deformation, possibly fluid escape features, and also contain small to moderate amounts
of biotite. Because of its lithology, it is highly susceptible to erosion and is generally
only preserved where it is capped with alluvial gravels.

Moenkopi Formation (TRm)
The Moenkopi Formation (Hansen, 1965; Sprinkel, 2000; Gregson and Chure,
2000; Haddox, 2005) is one of the most scenic formations in the Donkey Flat quadrangle.
Its vibrant red color highlights the area’s topography and beauty, adding rich accent to
the more subdued colors of the massive sandstone formations (figure 5). The Moenkopi
can be seen across the entire quadrangle; however, the best outcrops are along side Utah
Highway 191, near Big Brush Creek and also on the east side of the quadrangle where the
Little Brush Creek has cut through the inclined beds, revealing a very good cross
sectional view. The Moenkopi Formation is also well exposed along the Red Fleet
trackway road, which branches east off of Utah Highway 191, less than 250 feet from
where the highway crosses Big Brush Creek. These exposures are located directly below
the Red Fleet “battleships”.
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Lithologically, the Moenkopi Formation is similar to the Moenkopi Formation on
the Colorado Plateau. It is comprised of red, orange, and brown thinly-bedded siltstone,
mudstone and fine-grained sandstone that often contain flecks of biotite. Imbedded with
these siliclastic beds are gypsiferous beds and stringers. Small ripple marks are common
and excellently preserved in the siltstone and sandstone beds. The lower two-thirds of
the formation are dominated by a light red to orange mudstone with lesser amounts of
sandstone; this lower part of the formation commonly is non-resistant and forms strike
valleys. The upper one-third of the formation contains more resistant, moderately bedded
sandstone and siltstone. These beds are darker red to brown and form ratty cliffs below
the overlying and protective Gartra Member of the Chinle Formation. The Moenkopi
Formation was deposited as tidal flat/shallow marine shelf sediment. Although marine
fossils are rare in its rocks, traces of amphibian bones and trackways have been found in
the map area (Hamblin and Foster, 2000). The formation is 750 feet thick in the Donkey
Flat quadrangle.

Chinle Formation (TRg, TRc)
The Chinle Formation (Hansen, 1965; Sprinkel, 2000; Gregson and Chure, 2000;
Haddox, 2005) includes two members: the basal sandstone to pebble conglomerate called
the Gartra Member (TRg) and the overlying mudstones referred to as the upper member
(TRc). Both members are of terrestrial origin (Dubiel, 1994). The upper member of the
Chinle Formation can be divided into three units. In ascending order they are the purple,
ocher, and upper red or upper carbonate (red siltstone of Poole and Stewart, 1964) units.
Both members of the Chinle Formation have been mapped separately in the Donkey Flat
quadrangle.
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The Gartra Member generally caps the Moenkopi cliffs, creating a slope-ledge
relationship (figure 6). One of the best outcrops of the Gartra Member in the Donkey
Flat quadrangle is located on the east side of Utah Highway 191 at Big Brush Creek. A
thicker than normal “channel” of Gartra truncates the sandstone and siltstone beds of the
upper Moenkopi Formation, illustrating the undulating contact that marks the TR-3
unconformity (Pipiringos and O’Sullivan, 1978).
The Gartra Member consists of several feet of a pale-reddish-brown conglomerate
at the base that grades upward into pale yellowish-brown, medium to coarse grained,
poorly sorted, massive bedded, large-scale, low-angle cross-stratified, silica cemented
sandstone (Uygur and Picard, 1985). The Gartra Member was deposited in high-gradient,
braided fluvial channels that flowed from the east and southeast (High and others, 1969).
Characteristic of the Gartra Member are small to large pieces of petrified wood. Some
logs, 1-2 feet in diameter, are present in the road cut on the Red Fleet trackway road near
the “battleships”, north of Red Fleet Reservoir.
Overlying the Gartra Member are variegated lacustrine mudstones. The upper
member of the Chinle Formation is well exposed in its entirety in the “Chinle Bowl”
(named here), located approximately half a mile west of Utah Highway 191, overlooking
Big Brush Creek (figure 7). Other complete sections of the upper Chinle Formation are
difficult to find due the high susceptibility to slumping throughout the area. Erosion also
makes it difficult to find a complete section. Overlying massive sandstones tend to be
undercut by the Chinle mudstones causing the large blocks to break off and litter the
hillside.
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The purple unit consists of grayish red, grayish purple, and pale reddish brown,
sandy mudstones that weather into characteristic badlands topography (High and others,
1969). Sedimentary structures are rarely seen in the purple unit and bedding is poorly
expressed. The purple, montmorillinitic, and slightly analcimic (High and others, 1969)
unit appears to grade into the overlying ocher unit. The contact is marked by the
transition from purple, red, and brown mudstone to the first appearance of yellowish
colors.
The ocher unit is composed of yellowish-orange, montmorillonite and analcimerich mudstones (High and others, 1969) and is very poorly consolidated. This unit
contains occasional beds of intraformational conglomerate made of mudstone rip-up
clasts and, in many locations, a prominent bed of nodular carbonate concretions near the
top. Throughout the study area, the ocher unit grades into the overlying upper red or
upper carbonate unit. Like the purple unit, bedding in the ocher mudstone is poorly
expressed.
The upper red unit consists of grayish red argillaceous dolomite and dolomitic
mudstone. Contained within the upper red unit, often near the top, are lenses of subangular to rounded sand and conglomerate layers containing granules and pebbles of
quartz, chert, feldspar, siltstone, and limestone (figure 8). These lenses were initially
believed to perhaps mark the J-0 unconformity; however, due to their lack of lateral
continuity throughout the study area, and the fact that Triassic dinosaur tracks are found
stratigraphically above them, it is now believed that these are fluvial deposits within the
upper member of the Chinle Formation.
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Bedding and sedimentary structures are generally difficult to observe in the upper
red unit, except where it has been eroded into steep slopes along washes below a cap of
resistant Nugget Sandstone. Where observed, the unit appears to be well bedded and
composed of thin, horizontally laminated mudstones. In some areas, the red unit
weathers to rounded dolomitic blocks surrounded by a matrix of mudstone with lesser
carbonate cement. The upper red unit contains thin white beds and can be mottled with
green reduction spots. Unlike the underlying units of the Chinle Formation, the upper red
unit does not contain any analcime and montmorillonite is sparse (High and others,
1969). Some vertebrate fossils have been found in the upper red unit but have not been
identified (High and others, 1969).
The Chinle Formation is a slope forming unit, likely due to the overlying
sandstone beds which protect the mudstones from eroding away. Thicknesses in the
Donkey Flat area vary due to the variability of the Gartra Member. Measurements
indicate the Gartra Member ranges between 15-90 feet thick while the upper member of
the Chinle Formation ranges between 120-160 feet thick.
Some geologists argue that the mudstones of the upper Chinle Formation are
correlative with the Chinle Formation on the Colorado Plateau, while others argue that
the mudstones appear to be more correlative with the Popo Agie (Popó-juh) Formation in
Wyoming (High and others, 1969). Further analysis is needed to understand the regional
relationships and determine which of the formation names might be most appropriate for
the Uinta Mountains area.
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Nugget Sandstone (TRb, TR-Jn)
The Nugget Sandstone (Hansen, 1965; Sprinkel, 2000; Gregson and Chure, 2000;
Haddox, 2005) is one of the thickest and best exposed formations in the map area.
Previously, the formation has been called the Glen Canyon Sandstone (Poole and
Stewart, 1964). However, the Nugget Sandstone is a better fit for the rocks exposed in
this area. In the past, the Nugget Sandstone in the study area has never been split into
members, although two different packages of rocks, deposited by two different processes,
are contained within the formation.
The lower member correlates with the Bell Springs Member (TRb) of the Nugget
Sandstone in Wyoming; this is the name used in this study. The upper cross-bedded
member of the formation is simply referred to as the upper member of the Nugget
Sandstone (TR-Jn) and is likely equivalent to the Navajo Sandstone on the Colorado
Plateau (Kinney, 1955).
The Bell Springs Member (Pipiringos, 1968; Doelger and Steidtmann, 1982) can
be observed on the “battleships” north of Red Fleet Reservoir (figure 9). It is also well
exposed on the extreme west side of the quadrangle, west of the Chinle Bowl (west of
Utah Highway 191). This lower member is a tidal flat deposit from the last recorded
Triassic marine transgression.
The first resistant sandstone overlying the upper red unit of the Chinle Formation
is the basal bed of the Bell Springs Member, and where this contact can be clearly seen in
the Steinaker Reservoir quadrangle, to the west, it appears to be an angular unconformity
(High and others, 1969). However, this angular relationship is not observed in any other
outcrops in the study area.
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The lower half (approximately 50 ft) of the Bell Springs Member includes
interbeds of fine- to medium-grained sandstone. The sandstone displays planar, mostly
symmetrical, ripple lamination. Mudcracks are also common. In places, the sandstone
beds are intensely bioturbated and mottled. The mudstone and siltstone beds are mostly
purple, red, and brown, and the sandstone layers vary in color from reddish-purple to
orange to tan with yellow, white, and gray mottling. The siltstone beds are thinly bedded.
In the upper half of the Bell Springs Member, some sandstone beds are present with wellrounded quartz grains and larger, tabular cross-bedding, some sets reaching amplitudes of
1 m. Also in the upper half of the unit, the sandy beds change from a dominant orange,
reddish-purple color to a light greenish-gray color with a few thick, interbedded purplishred mudstone beds at the top.
The sandstone beds of the Bell Springs Member are well cemented and commonly
calcareous. They are very resistant and form sheer cliffs that protect the underlying
mudstones of the Chinle Formation. The mudstones near the upper contact are nonresistant and form deep recesses beneath the overlying upper member of the Nugget
Sandstone to such a degree that the overlying sandstones have slumped, resulting in large
blocks blanketing the slopes and obscuring the transition between the members in most
places.
The unnamed cross-stratified member completes the smokestacks of the
“battleships” at Red Fleet Reservoir and also makes the very tall cliffs along the southern
bank of the Big Brush Creek where it meets the Red Fleet Reservoir. It is also visible
along Utah Highway 191.
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The unnamed cross-stratified member is characterized by high-angle, trough-cross
bedded sandstone, characteristic of a large erg system (figure 10). However, the unit is
not completely homogenous. There are, in the lower 60 ft of this 625 ft thick unit, planar,
ripple-laminated beds. In addition, thin dolomite beds (up to 0.5 m think) and dolomitic
sandstone with planar bedding are preserved near the top of this member. The typical
sandstone in this member is light gray, tan, brown, orange, or red in color. The sandstone
is dominantly medium- to fine-grained, sub-rounded, quartz-rich, well sorted, and
calcareous. In the basal 15 m, purplish-red to green mudstones, which are < 1 m in
thickness, are common.
This part of the stratigraphy has also been problematic in the past. The Nugget
Sandstone in the study area has been given many names, by various people. The current
official name, according the USGS, is the Glen Canyon Sandstone (Poole and Stewart,
1964; MacLachlan, 1957). MacLachlan (1957) advanced the idea that the Navajo
Sandstone along the south flank of the Uintas was equivalent to the Wingate Sandstone,
Kayenta Formation, and Navajo Sandstone of the Colorado Plateau where these three
formations comprise the Glen Canyon Group. Poole and Stewart (1964) mostly agreed
with MacLachlan (1957). However, Poole and Stewart’s interpretation lead them to
believe that not all three formations were present in the Uinta Mountain region. They
chose to reduce, in stratigraphic rank, the Glen Canyon Group to the Glen Canyon
Sandstone and assigned an age of Late Triassic/Early Jurassic. Work in the Donkey Flat
quadrangle and other quadrangles nearby suggest that the Nugget Sandstone is a better
choice for these rocks, with the lower Bell Springs Member and the upper unnamed
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cross-stratified member. These nomenclature changes have been made on the Donkey
Flat quadrangle geologic map but have not been officially submitted to the USGS.

Jurassic
The Jurassic system in northeastern Utah preserves about 60 million years
of geologic history (Sprinkel, 2000) .The Jurassic formations consist of the upper
member of the Nugget Sandstone (Late Triassic-Early Jurassic), the Carmel Formation
(Middle Jurassic), the Entrada Sandstone (Middle Jurassic), the Stump Formation
(Middle and Upper Jurassic), and the Morrison Formation (Upper Jurassic) (Peterson,
1994; Marzolf, 1994; Uygar and Picard, 1985; Kowallis and others, 1998). Except for
the Carmel Formation and Stump Formation, which were deposited as separate inland
seas transgressed across this region, the Jurassic formations are all terrestrial eolian and
fluvial deposits.

Carmel Formation (Jc)
The capping rock of the Nugget Sandstone is the Carmel Formation (Hansen,
1965; Sprinkel, 2000; Gregson and Chure, 2000; Haddox, 2005), which is Middle
Jurassic in age. It is a marine limestone, sandstone, and mudstone sandwiched between
two continental sandstones, namely the Nugget and Entrada Sandstones. The Carmel
Formation is multicolored, but mostly contains dark red siltstones and mudstones
alternating with whitish-green calcareous mudstones (figure 11). The mudstones and
sandstone accumulated in freely circulating, shallow marine water, but local areas
became restricted enough at times to cause stagnation, evaporation, and precipitation of
gypsum (Gregson and Chure, 2000). In the adjacent quadrangle (Steinaker Reservoir
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quadrangle), the Carmel Formation contains a thick gypsum bed near the top (Haddox,
2005), however this bed is not present in the Donkey Flat quadrangle and in its place is a
white to cream colored, ripple laminated, calcareous fine-grained sandstone. Also
embedded in the Carmel, approximately 10 feet above first green mudstone, is a lavender
colored ash bed containing abundant biotite (figure 12). This bed and much of the rest of
the Carmel Formation is visible on the Red Fleet Campground road. Throughout the
area, the Carmel generally forms a strike valley, and only occasionally as remnant caps
on the Nugget Sandstone.
On the lower contact between the Carmel Formation and the Nugget Sandstone,
scattered angular pink chert fragments can be found (up to 7 cm diameter) marking the J2 unconformity (Pipiringos and O’Sullivan, 1978). The Carmel Formation ranges from
160 to 190 ft in thickness.

Entrada Sandstone (Je)
The Entrada Sandstone (Hansen, 1965; Sprinkel, 2000; Gregson and Chure, 2000;
Haddox, 2005) is a marginal marine deposit. It is poorly exposed in the map area
because it is so non-resistant. Some of the sandstone beds are so soft that they are easily
deformed and crumbled with the human hand. The Entrada Sandstone (figure 13) forms
long, deep strike valleys all the way across the Donkey Flat quadrangle. In fact, the
strike valley formed in the Carmel Formation and Entrada Sandstone is one of the major
valleys inundated by the Red Fleet Reservoir. The Entrada also forms the valley known
as Steinaker Draw on the west side of the map area. Although non-resistant, the Entrada
Sandstone does outcrop in various locations. The best place to see the Entrada Sandstone
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is a few hundred yards south the Red Fleet Campground road. The road cut for Utah
Highway 191 has also exposed the Entrada Sandstone.
The Entrada Sandstone is made up of alternating sections of sandstone and
mudstone. It contains three marine- and terrestrial-mixed, earthy, orange-colored, sandyand silty-mudstone layers of about equal thickness (3-15 feet thick), separated by two,
thick (70-90 feet), yellow–stained, white- to grey-colored, medium-grained, friable,
planar and trough cross-bedded sandstones. The contact between the Carmel Formation
and the Entrada Sandstone is not well exposed in the Donkey Flat quadrangle. The best
way to see the contact is by discerning shades of red and orange. The capping bed of the
Carmel is a dark red mudstone while the basal bed of the Entrada is a dark orange
mudstone, making the contact difficult to discern at times. The thickness of the Entrada
Sandstone is 200-250 feet in the map area and is said to thin to the north (Gregson and
Chure, 2000).

Stump Formation (Js)
The Stump Formation (Hansen, 1965; Sprinkel, 2000; Gregson and Chure, 2000;
Haddox, 2005) is a marine deposit and can be split into three formal members. They
include the basal Curtis Member, the Redwater Member, and the capping Windy Hill
Member (Hamblin and others, 2000). In mapping the Donkey Flat quadrangle, these
three units were not separated out. Because of the resistant Windy Hill Member, the
Stump Formation creates a characteristic east-west trending hogback ridge across the
entire quadrangle. Its greenish sandstones and gray-green shales beds, due to abundant
glauconite, are easy to recognize. Exposures of the full section are rare, although
available on the west side of the area in Steinaker Draw and along the south side of the
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Red Fleet campground road on top of the hill, before dropping down and crossing
Cottonwood Wash (figure 14). On the western side of the area, the contact with the
Entrada Sandstone is distinctive. The red earthy upper part of the Entrada Sandstone
underlies the light glauconitin sandstones of the Curtis Member of the Stump Formation.
However, near Cottonwood Wash, the red earthy member of the Entrada is not present,
juxtaposing light colored, friable sandstones from both formations. However, the contact
can be constrained with hand samples at this location. The first bed containing the green
flecks of glauconite are the basal beds of the Stump Formation.
The Stump Formation is a collection of deposits from a shallow marine
environment. The basal bed, Curtis Member (~50 ft), is white to gray with shades of
green, medium- to coarse-grained, cross-bedded sandstone. As previously stated, small
glauconite crystals are visible with a hand-lens. It is a not well cemented and is generally
hidden beneath the colluvial drape of the overlying Redwater Member. The Redwater
Member comprises the larger part of the formation. It is approximately 120 feet thick
and is made of dark gray-green to dark gray sandy mudstone interbedded with thin
carbonate beds. It contains cigar-shaped belemnites and other cephalopods, brachiopods,
and bivalves. The Windy Hill Member (~ 5-10 ft) is an extremely resistant, oolitic
limestone that forms the dip slope of the Stump Formation hogback (seen paralleling the
north side of Utah Highway 191). Overall thicknesses of the Stump Formation range
from 125-200 ft.

Morrison Formation (Jm)
The Morrison Formation (Kowallis and others, 1998; Steiner and others, 1994;
Gregson and Chure, 2000, Sprinkel, 2000; Hansen, 1965) is the most famous formation
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in the area. It is world renowned for it perfectly preserved dinosaur bones, available for
the public to view at Dinosaur National Monument (about 30 miles east). The Morrison
Formation forms long, wide strike valleys. Its strike valley is the second of the two major
valleys inundated by Red Fleet Reservoir and the valley used for Utah Highway 191
before it turns north and descends into the Big Brush Creek drainage. Steinaker
Reservoir, west of the map area, also fills the Morrison strike valley.
The variegated mudstones of the Morrison Formation are well exposed in their
entirety on either side of Red Fleet Reservoir and partly exposed along the southern side
of Utah Highway 191 (figure 15). Generally, however, the Morrison is covered with
Quaternary alluvium and colluvium, making it hard to see a full exposure. Commonly,
large spurs of the grayish green basal bed of the Morrison Formation can be seen
covering the dip slope of the Stump Formation.
The Morrison Formation consists of variegated purple, red, green, white, yellow,
and tan mudstones that weather into badlands topography. Colors across the area are
inconsistent and generally can not be used a bedding markers. Occasionally, white
channel sands and conglomerates are present. These sands range from poor to well
cemented, are coarse- to very coarse-grained, contain small pebbles of pink, red, gray,
and translucent chert. Petrified wood is commonly found in the Morrison Formation as
are dinosaur bones. The formation is a terrestrial fluvial overbank-lacustrine deposit and
is approximately 625 feet thick in the Donkey Flat quadrangle. The Morrison Formation
marks the top of the Jurassic beds in the map area.
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Cretaceous
Cretaceous rocks represented in the Donkey Flat quadrangle are the Cedar
Mountain Formation (Early Cretaceous), the Dakota Sandstone (Early Cretaceous), the
Mowry Shale (Early Cretaceous), the Frontier Formation (Late Cretaceous), and the
Mancos Shale (Late Cretaceous) (Elder and Kirkland, 1994; Dyman and others, 1994).
These formations make the high ridge that parallels the southern side of Utah Highway
191. With the exception of the basal Cedar Mountain Formation, the Cretaceous rocks
represent two different marine transgressions of the Cretaceous Western Interior Seaway
across the area.

Cedar Mountain Formation (Kcm)
The Cedar Mountain Formation (Hansen, 1965; Sprinkel, 2000; Gregson and
Chure, 2000; Haddox, 2005) is very similar to the underlying Morrison Formation,
making it difficult to constrain a contact. The Cedar Mountain outcrops along the entire
ridge of Cretaceous rocks that parallels Utah Highway 191 and continues across to the
east side of Red Fleet Reservoir, near Little Donkey Flat (figure 16).
The Cedar Mountain Formation is made up almost wholly of red, pink and gray
mudstones. Freshwater carbonate beds pinch and swell at differing levels within the
formation, but are mainly located in the upper half of the formation at the base of and
within the gray-colored portion (Haddox, 2005). It contains small flint and jasper chert
pebbles throughout, and contains an abundance of fist-sized, dense, carbonate soil
concretions. It also contains an abundance of gastroliths—smooth stones believed to
have been swallowed by dinosaurs and kept in their stomachs to help them digest their
food. Like the Morrison Formation, the Cedar Mountain Formation also contains
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dinosaur bones (Hamblin and others, 2000). The Cedar Mountain Formation is also a
fluvial-lacustrine deposit and ranges from 80-105 ft thick.
The contact between the Cretaceous Cedar Mountain Formation and the similar
Jurassic Morrison Formation is problematic. Similar lithologies make it difficult to
constrain, even though a 50 million year time gap exists between them. A yellow, highly
oxidized alteration band directly below the last reddish-purple bed has been proposed as
the approximate contact location and has been mapped according to this tentative
boundary placement.

Dakota Sandstone (Kd)
The Dakota Sandstone (Hansen, 1965; Sprinkel, 2000; Gregson and Chure, 2000;
Haddox, 2005) and overlying Mowry Shale are the result of the first transgression of the
Western Interior Seaway (Hamblin and others, 2000). The Dakota outcrops along the
high ridge south of Utah Highway 191. One of the best exposures of the Dakota
Sandstone in the Donkey Flat quadrangle is on the eastern shore of the Red Fleet
Reservoir (figure 16). A small peninsula jutting out into the middle of the reservoir, near
the dam, also displays the entire section of Dakota Sandstone.
The Dakota Sandstone consists of two interfingering beach and fluvial coarsegrained, pebbly sandstones and conglomerates and a dark gray, backshore
mudstone/claystone between the sandstone beds. The sandstone beds are yellow to tan in
color due to limonite staining. The base is conglomeratic and grades from fluvial to
coastal marsh deposits, with interbedded coal seams. The Dakota Sandstone is about 125
ft thick in the Donkey Flat area.
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Mowry Shale (Km)
As previously stated, the Mowry Shale (Hansen, 1965; Sprinkel, 2000; Gregson
and Chure, 2000; Haddox, 2005) is genetically related to the underlying Dakota
Sandstone and represents the deepening of the Mancos Sea (Western Interior Seaway) as
it transgressed across western North America. It is exposed across the entire ridge that
trends east-west and parallels Utah Highway 191. Its silver-gray appearance makes it
simple to see as it streaks across the landscape of the Donkey Flat quadrangle (figure 16).
The Mowry Shale is a marine deposit comprised of multiple beds of dark shale
that weathers to a light gray or silver with interbedded layers of white volcanic ash. It
contains fossil shark teeth, fish scales and bones, as well as other trace fossils (Anderson
and Kowallis, 2005). The ash beds are bentonitic and are currently mined in Wyoming
(Haddox, 2005). The Mowry is 110-125 ft thick in the map area.
The Mowry Shale is unstable on steep slopes, and is prone to slumping and mass
wasting. It is presently thought to be the structural detachment surface of a landslide that
caused tight folds within the overlying Frontier Sandstone. Remnant parts of this
landslide are still present in the ridge south of Hwy 191. There, three large blocks of
Frontier Sandstone with a small ring of Mowry Shale around the base, have been
emplaced on undisturbed Frontier Sandstone beds. Interestingly, this landslide, which
caused such extensive deformation in the Frontier Sandstone in the western Donkey Flat
and eastern Steinaker Reservoir quadrangles, did not seem to disturb any of the beds
within the Dakota Sandstone or Cedar Mountain Formation.
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Frontier Sandstone (Kf)
The Frontier Sandstone (Hansen, 1965; Sprinkel, 2000; Gregson and Chure, 2000;
Haddox, 2005) is the result of the second marine coastal environment before the complete
inundation f the Mancos Sea. The underlying Mowry Shale and Frontier Sandstone are
unconformable, with an estimated 5 million years between them (Pipiringos and
O’Sullivan, 1978). The overlying Mancos Shale is also the result of this second
trangessional marine sequence. The Frontier Sandstone caps and protects the long ridge
that parallels Utah Highway 191 (figure 16). It is exposed as a dip slope across the entire
Donkey Flat quadrangle, where the other Cretaceous rocks are present.
The Frontier Sandstone contains beds of mudstone, sandstone, and interbedded
coal. The lower one third of the formation is comprised of a light brown to tan colored,
slope forming, shale and mudstone. Capping the mudstone and shale beds is a resistant,
light brown-tan fine-grained sandstone. This is the sandstone bed that forms the peak of
the Utah Highway 191 ridge.
Overlying the well indurated tan sandstone bed, are slightly less resistant
medium- to fine-grained sandstone beds interbedded with small beds of coal. These
sandstone beds are white to cream in color and are formed from backshore sands. Often
throughout the Donkey Flat area, trace fossils of worm burrows protrude from the white
sandstone beds.
Capping the Frontier Sandstone is a dark gray shaley bed, comparable to the
overlying Mancos Shale, with a thin sandstone bed which contains large carbonate
concretions. The carbonate concretions range in size from bowling ball to a small
passenger car. These concretions can be seen particularly well on the east side of the Red
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Fleet Reservoir dam. These concretions are affectionately referred to as “cannonballs”
(Doug Sprinkel, personal communication). The “cannonballs” are a light yellow to tan
color and appear to displace the surrounding sediment where it grew. It is believed that
they are the result of groundwater processes (Dutton, et al, 2002). The total thickness of
the Frontier Sandstone ranges from 125-230 ft.

Mancos Shale (Kms)
The Mancos Shale (Hansen, 1965; Sprinkel, 2000; Gregson and Chure, 2000;
Haddox, 2005) is the top most formation within the Donkey Flat quadrangle. As the
Mancos Sea (Western Interior Seaway) covered the area in the late Cretaceous, it
deposited large amounts of shale and mudstone. The Mancos Shale is dark gray to tan, to
cream colored shale with little vegetation cover present everywhere south of the
Cretaceous ridge that parallels Utah Highway 191 (figure 17). The Buckskin Hills are
comprised almost entirely of the Mancos Shale. Only the capping alluvial gravels are not
part of the Mancos Shale. Along the Big Brush Creek bed, between the dam and
confluence with the Little Brush Creek, there are good exposures of the Mancos Shale.
Here the shale appears dark gray inside with an outside light brown to tan “skin”.
Bedding within the formation is present although not obvious. Normally only
slight color changes between the shale beds reveal the deformation in the Mancos. It is
highly erodable; ephemeral streams from spring run-off or summer thunderstorms,
quickly carve deep stream beds into these Cretaceous mudstones. The Mancos Shale
typically weathers in badlands topography and is bentonitic, making it difficult to walk or
drive on when even remotely wet.
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Because there are no overlying beds to constrain the thickness of the Mancos
Shale, an estimate has been used from other quadrangles where the thickness has been
reported to be around 5000 feet (Haddox, 2005).

Quaternary Deposits (Q)
The Donkey Flat quadrangle has various Quaternary deposits which were mapped
along with the bedrock. In order to maintain uniformity and minimize misinterpretation
by map users, the standard set forth by the Utah Geological Survey (Doelling and Willis,
1995) was applied in labeling the Quaternary units. The first letter (Q) indicates age.
The second letter indicates origin or depositional environment (‘a’ for alluvial or ‘e’ for
eolian, etc). The third letter is more variable and is used to indicate lithology,
morphology or other distinctive characteristics. Units having a similar origin or lithology
are subdivided using a number following the last letter. Older deposits are given the
larger number. At times the dominant type of deposition was undetermined or shared,
and two letters, one letter from each environment, denoting the dual depositional system
are used for the map symbol. The lithology, at times, was also mixed in the deposit and
two letters imply a bimodal grain size.
The Quaternary units in the Donkey Flat quadrangle can be grouped according to
depositional environment. These groups include, alluvial, colluvial, eolian, massmovement, and human-influenced deposits. Each of these groups will be discussed in
further detail.
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Alluvium (Qa)
The alluvial deposits in the Donkey Flat quadrangle vary widely across the area.
Ephemeral and persistent creek and stream beds were mapped as Qal1, to emphasize
drainage and erosion patterns. These streams and creek deposits are generally fine
grained sand or small gravel, due to the abundance of fine-grained formations being
eroded in the area. Some larger cobbles have been deposited by the Big and Little Brush
Creeks. Alluvial fans (Qaf) were mapped throughout the Little Brush Creek and Brush
Creek flood plains to highlight the recent depositional areas and aide current residents in
using caution during potential flash floods or years with high spring run-off.
The most prominent alluvial deposits in the Donkey Flat quadrangle are the
pediment gravels, which protect many non-resistant formations and create an inverted
topography (figure 18). Near the base of the Park City Formation dip slope are very
large, old alluvial fans that deposited the more resistant clasts and fragments from the
Park City Formation on top of the much less resistant Dinwoody Formation. These
alluvial fans have protected the Dinwoody from erosion in places, thus turning the large
cobbles and sharply angled dolomite clasts in the alluvial fan debris into alluvial
pediment gravels. Two predominant pediment levels occur in the quadrangle, probably
indicating two periods of more active down-cutting due to a change in base level. These
deposits range in thickness from 1-15 feet thick.
Other alluvial sediments are found on pediments across the Morrison Formation.
These orangish-red sediments are not very coarse, but consist of loose silt and sand, most
likely derived from adjacent easily eroded red formations such as the Moenkopi, Carmel,
or Entrada Formations; they range in thickness from 2-20 feet thick and mostly cover the
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Morrison Formation, making Little Donkey Flat. Similar deposits are also scattered
throughout the quadrangle partially covering the bedrock. In places they are interbedded
with coarser sand and pebbles.
The largest alluvial deposits on old pediment surfaces in the map area (Qap3) sit
atop the Buckskin Hills (figure 19). These deposits influence much of the erosional
patterns in the southern half of the Donkey Flat quadrangle (figure 20). In past mapping
projects (Untermann and Untermann, 1968; Doug Sprinkel, in press), these large deposits
were mapped as Bishop Conglomerate. However, it appears that these gravels are not
part of the Bishop Conglomerate, but are unconsolidated cobbles, boulders, and coarsegrained sand, probably sourced from a landslide that included the Bishop Conglomerate.
Alternatively, they could be younger glacial outwash gravels. Some large cobbles
actually still have smaller pebbles lodged in a coarse-grained sandy matrix stuck to them,
similar to material found in outcrops of the Bishop Conglomerate. The clasts range from
baseball size to as big as a small passenger car (figure 21). The clasts are comprised of
distinctive purple Precambrian aged Uinta Mountain Quartzite (90%), Paleozoic
carbonates with interstitial chert layers (7%), and brown to tan Paleozoic sandstones
(3%).
These gravels on the Buckskin Hills have been, and are currently being,
transported down hill and re-deposited to form a new armored surface that may, in the
future, form inverted topography (figure 20). Much of the area adjacent to the Buckskin
Hills is affected by re-deposition of these large clasts.
The large deposits (Qap3) capping the Buckskin Hills range from 5-600 feet
thick. Younger pediment gravels (Qap1, Qap2) range from 1-50 feet thick.
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Colluvium (Qc)
Colluvium within the map area is largely found next to the formations from which
it was derived. A large amount of colluvial sand is characteristically present near the
upper member of the Nugget Sandstone and near the Entrada Sandstone. This eroded
sand may have been influenced by other depositional processes, yet remains closely
related to its parent formation. Often the sand and silt has been reworked by water or
wind and is therefore labeled with both depositional processes (Qacs or Qecs). The first
letter after the age denotes the most recent type of dispositional influence the colluvium
has had. Colluvium is generally thin (1-10 feet) and usually overtaken by eolian or
alluvial processes.

Eolian Deposits (Qe)
Eolian deposits are persistent throughout the entire Donkey Flat quadrangle. The
colluvium from the eroding bedrock is blown away and deposited in other nearby places
in the map area. The majority of the eolian deposits are sands that cover the Nugget
Sandstone across the map area. These eolian deposits may occur as sediment trapped or
baffled below vegetation, sand dunes, or in a lower lying basin where wind speeds slow
down enough for suspended sediment to be deposited. Most eolian deposits are thin (115 feet).

Mass Movement Deposits (Qms)
Two types of mass movement are present in the Donkey Flat quadrangle: slump
and landslide. The only distinguishing factor between the two landforms is their size,
with the slump being smaller in scale versus a landslide. The only landslide present in
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the quadrangle is on the east side of Little Brush Creek where a landslide, sourced from
Diamond Mountain, slid down and covered the bedrock. Only the lower portion of the
landslide is within the Donkey Flat quadrangle. Large landslides are not likely to occur
inside of the map area due to the topography and types of rock units present. Slumping,
on the other hand, is very common in the area. Generally, the two main incompetent
units responsible for slumping are the Chinle Formation and the Mowry Shale. The best
example of a slump in the Chinle Formation is located west of the western most
“battleship”, north of Red Fleet Reservoir. Here, the Chinle Formation slumped at least
twice. The overlying Bell Springs Member was also affected by this slumping. Other
notable slumps within the Chinle Formation are located along the north side of Big Brush
Creek, where it empties into Red Fleet Reservoir. The slumping here has jumbled the
Chinle beds as well as the Bell Springs beds.
Remnants of a very old landslide involving the Mowry Shale and the Frontier
Sandstone are evident near the border of the Donkey Flat and Steinaker Reservoir
quadrangles. Here, large blocks of Frontier Sandstone, underlain by a thin bed of Mowry
Shale, sit atop the ridge line of the Cretaceous formations that parallel the south side of
Utah Highway 191 (figure 22). At this location, the Frontier Sandstone beds have been
significantly deformed and folded and are overlain with the characteristic landslide
debris, comprised of the Frontier Sandstone. The main detachment surface, believed to
be responsible for such deformation and mass wasting, is located somewhere within the
incompetent beds of the Mowry Shale.

Human Influenced “Deposits” (Qh)
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Human influenced deposits are limited to two areas in the Donkey Flat
Quadrangle; the strip mine and Red Fleet Reservoir. The largest human influenced area
is the phosphate strip mine (Qhm) in the northwest corner of the quadrangle (figure 23).
Much of the outcrop in the area is Park City Formation; however, it has been modified so
much from mine processes that simply mapping it as Park City Formation would be
largely inaccurate. The mine has reworked the bedrock so completely, that the
topography represented on the most current map of the Donkey Flat quadrangle is
inaccurate. Also comprising part of the mine, but mapped separately, is the large tailings
pond (Qhml) that obscures and alters the Dinwoody and Moenkopi Formations.
Other human influenced deposits include the dam (Qhd) on Big Brush Creek,
forming Red Fleet Reservoir (figure 24). This earthen dam was built in 1980, between
Frontier Sandstone outcrops. The dam has been covered with purple Precambrian Uinta
Mountain Quartzite cobbles taken from pediment surfaces in the map area. Large
quarries are still visible where the gravel was stripped off. Two such quarries are located
on the highest peak on the west side of Big Brush Creek, directly south of the dam and on
top of an outcrop of Nugget Sandstone near the Red Fleet campground.
The reservoir (Qhl) has inundated the strike valleys created by the erosion of
relatively incompetent Mesozoic strata (Carmel, Entrada, Morrison) previously exposed
by Big Brush Creek (figure 25). The high water mark is at 6600 ft, while the old stream
channel is at 6480 ft, giving an approximate reservoir depth of 120 feet near the dam.
Red Fleet Reservoir State Park has been reserved for recreational purposes and an
established campground (Qhc) exists within the Nugget Sandstone, on the west shore of
the reservoir. The Red Fleet campground road (south of Big Brush Creek, turning east
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off of Utah Highway 191) is the access road for this campground and boat launch. Eolian
deposits were reworked to level off the space reserved for the area.
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Chapter Two: Piecing Together the Triassic/Jurassic
Stratigraphy Along the South Flank of the Uinta Mountains,
Northeast Utah: A Stratigraphic Analysis of the Bell Springs
Member of the Nugget Sandstone

INTRODUCTION
The study area is located along the south flank of the Uinta Mountains, north of
Vernal, Utah (figure 27). The nomenclature for the Upper Triassic and Lower Jurassic
strata has been somewhat confusing because of the position of the study area between
southern Wyoming, where one set of names is used, and central Utah where a different
set of formation names is used. In the past the names have been variously applied (figure
28). For example, while mapping on the south flank of the Uinta Mountains, Kinney
(1955) used Navajo Sandstone only for the upper member of the Nugget Sandstone.
Kinney (1955) also chose the name Chinle Formation (setting aside the name “Stanaker
Formation” as used by Thomas and Krueger, 1946) and divided it into two members: a
lower member consisting of purple, yellow, and red mudstone beds and an upper member
consisting of thinly bedded, red sandstones and mudstones. He also correlated the
Navajo Sandstone with the Nugget Sandstone of Wyoming to the north and the Wasatch
Mountains to the west. MacLachlan (1957) advanced the idea that the Navajo Sandstone
along the south flank of the Uintas was equivalent to the Wingate Sandstone, Kayenta
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Formation, and Navajo Sandstone of the Colorado Plateau where these three formations
comprise the Glen Canyon Group.
Poole and Stewart (1964) agreed with MacLachlan (1957) that the Navajo
Sandstone on the south flank of the Uinta Mountains was equivalent to the Glen Canyon
Group. However, they used well log data to suggest that the Wingate Sandstone
thickened to the north of the Colorado Plateau while the Kayenta Formation and Navajo
Sandstone appeared to thin and pinch out. Due to the interpretation that not all three
formations were represented in the Uinta region, they chose to reduce in stratigraphic
rank the Glen Canyon Group to the Glen Canyon Sandstone and assigned an age of Late
Triassic/Early Jurassic. Poole and Stewart (1964) also subdivided the Chinle Formation
into six members; formalizing the Gartra Member and five informal members. Their
basal unit in the Chinle was the Gartra Member and the overlying informal units included
the mottled member, ocher siltstone member (yellow beds), sandstone and conglomerate
member, and upper siltstone member (red beds). Their uppermost unit included the
sequence of variegated sandstones, siltstones, and claystones of the Bell Springs Member
of the Nugget Sandstone. Their boundary between the Chinle Formation and the Glen
Canyon Sandstone was at the base of the upper cross-bedded sandstone member of the
Nugget Sandstone.
High and others (1969) conducted their field work in the Brush Creek area of
northeast Utah. Their observations convinced them that the Chinle Formation in the
Uinta Mountain area should instead be called the Popo Agie Formation. They claimed
that although the name Chinle Formation had been commonly used, nobody could ever
prove more than a general similarity and correlation with known Chinle strata of other
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areas. They argued that the Popo Agie (popó-ja) Formation of Wyoming was correlative
with the Chinle Formation of the Uinta area because both had a near identical succession
of distinctive litho-genetic units. As a result of this correlation, they preferred to use the
Wyoming nomenclature for the Uinta Mountain area, although no formal name change
was made. High and others (1969) also disagreed with the placement of the Popo Agie
(Chinle Formation)/Nugget Sandstone (Glen Canyon Sandstone) contact as reported by
Kinney (1955) and Poole and Stewart (1964). High and others (1969) interpreted that the
upper member of the Chinle Formation (figure 2), as proposed by Poole and Stewart
(1964), was completely unrelated to the rest of the Chinle/Popo Agie Formation;
therefore, they lowered the contact location and included the upper siltstone member with
the Nugget Sandstone.
Several miles west of Brush Creek, at Squaw Spring, High and others (1969)
discovered a well exposed angular unconformity between the Popo Agie Formation and
the overlying Nugget Sandstone. They interpreted that due to the time required to
produce this post-Popo Agie pre-Nugget warping, High and others (1969) assigned a
Jurassic age to the Nugget Sandstone. Although they maintained that the lower part of
the Nugget Sandstone was different in sedimentary character from the upper part, they
fell short of establishing a new name and unit. Picard (1977) divided the Nugget
Sandstone of the Uinta Mountain area into a lower thinly bedded facies and an upper
cross-stratified facies. Once again, however, no official name change was made or
recognized.
In south-central Wyoming, near Rawlins, Pipiringos (1968) established the name
Bell Springs Member of the Nugget Sandstone for a sequence of ripple-marked, red and
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gray sandstones, and red, green, and purple siltstones and shales. He also reported that
the Bell Springs sat disconformably on top of the Popo Agie, with the basal beds of the
Bell Springs often containing rip-up pebbles of ocher-colored, analcime-rich mudstones
from the underlying Popo Agie Formation. Pipiringos (1968) stated that the Bell Spring
Member of Wyoming correlated with the Upper Member of the Chinle Formation of
Kinney (1955) and of Poole and Stewart (1964) in northeast Utah. Therefore, he
surmised the Bell Springs to be Triassic(?) in age.
We will use the Wyoming name Nugget Sandstone, in reference to the Bell
Springs Member and the upper cross-stratified member, throughout the rest of this paper
because it matches more closely, according to the authors’ preliminary investigations,
with the descriptions and environmental interpretations of the units in the Uinta Mountain
region. The Colorado Plateau names will be used only occasionally for clarity.

DISCUSSION

CHINLE FORMATION (Upper Triassic)
Lower Chinle Formation

Upper Triassic rocks in the Western Interior, including the Uinta Mountain area,
are wholly continental in origin (Dubiel, 1994). They rest unconformably on the
underlying Triassic Moenkopi Formation and are separated from it by the TR-3
unconformity (Pipiringos and O’Sullivan, 1978). In northeastern Utah, the base of our
study units is marked by the Gartra Member of the Chinle Formation. It consists of
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several feet of a pale-reddish-brown conglomerate at the base that grades upward into
pale yellowish-brown, medium- to coarse-grained, poorly sorted, massive bedded, and
large-scale, low-angle cross-stratified, silica cemented sandstone (Uygur and Picard,
1985). The Gartra Member was deposited in high-gradient, braided fluvial channels that
flowed from the east and southeast (High and others, 1969). These fluvial processes
account for the undulatory contact with the underlying Moenkopi Formation.
Conformably overlying the Gartra Member are the three informal units in the upper
Chinle Formation (High and others, 1969).

Upper Chinle Formation

Throughout the study area along the flanks of the Uinta Mountains, the upper
Chinle Formation can be divided into three units. In ascending order they are the purple,
ocher, and upper red or upper carbonate (red siltstone of Poole and Stewart, 1964) units
(figure 7).

Purple Unit

The unit consists of grayish red, grayish purple, and pale reddish brown, sandy
mudstones that weather into characteristic badlands topography (High and others, 1969).
Sedimentary structures are rarely seen in the purple unit and bedding is poorly expressed.
The purple, slightly montmorillanitic and analcimic unit (High and others, 1969) appears
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to grade into the overlying ocher unit. The contact is marked by the transition from
purple, red, and brown mudstone to the first appearance of yellowish colors.

Ocher Unit

The ocher unit is composed of yellowish-orange, analcime mudstones and is very
poorly consolidated (High and others, 1969). This unit contains beds of intraformational
conglomerate made of mudstone clasts and, in many locations, beds of nodular carbonate
concretions appear near the top of the unit. Throughout the study area, the ocher unit
grades into the overlying upper red or upper carbonate unit. Like the purple unit, bedding
in the ocher mudstone is poorly expressed.

Sandstone and Conglomerate Unit

This unit is a local facies of the ocher unit and is restricted to northwestern
Colorado (High and others, 1969). Its extent has not been determined, however it is
noticeably absent in the area studied and mapped by the authors. High and others (1969)
reported that the sandstone and conglomerate unit consists of light brown and grayish,
well sorted, fine-grained sandstone and siltstone. Channels that are filled with crossstratified sandstone and conglomerate are abundant and asymmetric ripples are common.
Unimodal, paleocurrent directions indicate a southwest-flowing current (High and others,
1969).
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Upper Red Unit

The upper red unit consists of grayish red argillaceous dolomite and dolomitic
mudstone. Contained within the upper red unit are lenses of sub-angular to rounded sand
and conglomerate layers containing granules and pebbles of quartz, chert, feldspar,
siltstone, and limestone. These lenses were initially believed, by the authors, to perhaps
mark the J-0 unconformity; however, due to the lack of lateral continuity of these lenses
throughout the study area and the fact Triassic dinosaur tracks are found stratigraphically
above them, it is now believed that these are Triassic fluvial deposits.
Bedding orientation is generally difficult to determine in the upper red unit. Some
structures can be detected where the unit has been eroded along washes and is capped by
the resistant sandstone beds of the overlying Nugget Sandstone. Where it can be seen,
the unit appears to be well bedded and composed of thin, horizontally laminated
mudstones. In some areas, the red unit weathers to rounded dolomitic blocks surrounded
by a matrix of mudstone with lesser carbonate cement. The upper red unit contains thin
white beds and can be mottled with green reduction spots. Unlike the underlying units of
the Chinle Formation, the upper red unit does not contain any analcime and
montmorillonite is sparse (High and others, 1969). Some vertebrate fossils have been
found in the upper red unit but are unidentifiable (High and others, 1969).

Depositional Setting of the Chinle Formation
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The Chinle Formation’s stratigraphy, sedimentary structures, and mineralogy
collectively indicate that it accumulated in a vast fluvial-lacustrine complex that covered
western Wyoming and adjacent parts of Idaho, Utah, and Colorado. According to High
and others (1969), the lower purple unit, in general, was deposited by low-gradient
streams on broad flood plains. Ash, from a developing volcanic arc along the western
margin of North America (Christiansen and others, 1994), was carried in by winds,
reworked by local streams and eventually deposited on these broad plains where it altered
to montmorillonite. High and others (1969) claim that a generally fluvial, rather than
lacustrine or marine setting is indicated by: (1) associated conglomerate and sandstone,
(2) lack of carbonate, (3) vertebrate fauna that are probably characteristic of terrestrial
environments, (4) facies relations with the lacustrine ocher unit, and (5) general similarity
in bedding types, texture, and weathering characteristics of the purple unit with known
fluvial units, such as the Morrison Formation. The occurrence of the zeolite mineral,
analcime, indicates that the alluvial plain on which the purple and ochre units was
associated with saline waters. Analcime forms by reactions between the volcanic ash and
saline water (High and Picard, 1965; High and others, 1969).
Widespread lacustrine conditions existed throughout the deposition of the ocher
and upper red units. According to High and others (1969), the center of the lake was in
western Wyoming, its western shore was along the Wyoming-Idaho border, and its
southern shore was in northeastern Utah. They also concluded that due to the remarkable
uniformity of the Popo Agie Formation in Wyoming, both in terms of thickness and
lithology, the deposits came from a single body of water. A lacustrine environment,
rather than marine, is indicated by the lack of marine fossils and the close association of
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the Popo Agie with fluvial units on three sides. The ocher unit also contains the mineral
analcime, suggesting saline and alkaline lake conditions and also volcanic activity near
the source of the sediment.
The upper red unit was also deposited in a lacustrine environment according to
High and others (1969). However, the lack of analcime or montmorillonite in this upper
red unit indicates that volcanism had ceased in the Late Triassic while the lake was still
present. These periods of magmatic quiescence occurred throughout the Mesozoic
history of the western North American volcanic arc (Ward, 1995; Kowallis and others,
2001) and are related to changes in tectonic rates or the rearrangement of the tectonic
plates. This change in the Popo Agie Formation from volcanic-rich sediments to
volcanic-poor sediments may also be a very useful and widespread correlation horizon, as
has been the case in the Upper Jurassic Morrison Formation where a similar clay change
has been observed (Owen et al., 1989; Turner and Fishman, 1991; Kowallis and others,
1998).

NUGGET SANDSTONE (Upper Triassic-Lower Jurassic)

As was discussed earlier, the nomenclature for this part of the stratigraphic
section in the Uinta Mountains is problematic. As a result of preliminary interpretation,
which is that the stratigraphy in the Uinta Mountain region most closely correlates with
the stratigraphy of Wyoming, it is believed that what has been called the Glen Canyon
Sandstone should be more properly called the Nugget Sandstone, with a lower Bell
Springs Member and an upper unnamed cross-stratified member (figure 29). The lower
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unit of the Nugget Sandstone, which is approximately 30 meters thick, may correlate with
either the Upper Triassic Wingate Sandstone or Lower Jurassic Kayenta Formation or be
an abridgment of both. Lucas and others (1997) suggest that the lower unit of the Nugget
Sandstone is correlative with the Rock Point Formation of the Chinle Group near the 4
corners region. This certainly could be a viable correlation, especially since Triassic
dinosaur tracks have been found in the lower Nugget Sandstone. Any correlation with
the formations of the Colorado Plateau is not preferred at this time, however, further
detailed studies would greatly aid in the endeavor to understand the regional geologic
setting.

Bell Springs Member

The Nugget Sandstone is divisible into two distinct units; the lower thin-bedded,
horizontally layered Bell Springs Member and the upper, cross-bedded sandstone unit
(figure 30). The stratigraphy of the lower thin-bedded Bell Springs Member is quite
consistent across the study area (figure 31), and includes a variety of depositional facies.
Its thickness ranges between 26 and 36 m. The first resistant sandstone overlying the
upper red unit of the Chinle Formation is the basal bed of the Bell Springs Member, and
where this contact can be clearly seen, it may be a local angular unconformity (figure 32)
(High and others, 1969). This angular relationship is not observed in any other outcrops
in the study area and most likely represents a deltaic clinoform in the lacustrine sediments
of the Chinle Formation. The sandstone beds are relatively resistant and form sheer cliffs
that protect the underlying mudstones of the Chinle Formation (figure 7). Pipiringos
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(1968) reports a basal bed of pebbles in the Bell Springs Member comprised of ochercolored analcimic rocks derived from the Chinle Formation along with chert and other
lithics from an unidentified source. However, this basal conglomerate has not been
observed in our study area. Some pebble conglomerates have been observed in several
places near the base (figure 8), but they appear to be local channel gravels in the upper
Chinle and do not seem to mark a major unconformity.

Sedimentary Structures

The lower half (approximately 15 m) of the Bell Springs Member is comprised of
interbedded units of fine- to medium-grained sandstone and siltstone, usually 1-10 meters
thick, and planar laminated mudstone that ranges from 0.5 to 2 meters thick. The
sandstone is planar laminated and contains abundant ripple marks that vary from
asymmetrical to symmetrical flaser ripples (figure 33). Mud drapes are thin (1-2 mm).
The ripple marks are approximately 2.5-3 cm from crest to crest and 0.5-1 cm in
amplitude. Rippled beds are multidirectional, but the crests average a slight southwestnortheast trend at 260º (figure 34). The sandstone beds are commonly bioturbated and
mottled. Mudcracks and small salt casts are also common (figure 35). The mudstone and
siltstone beds are mostly purple, red, and brown, and the sandstone layers vary in color
from reddish-purple to orange to tan with yellow, white, and gray mottling. The siltstone
beds are thinly bedded. In the upper half of the Bell Springs Member two beds, separated
by fine-grained, ripple marked sandstone and thin mudstone bed, are present with wellrounded quartz grains and larger sets of cross-bedding (figure 36) and sigmoidal bedding
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(figure 37), some sets reaching amplitudes of 1 m. Foresets show a 92º direction of
movement. The upper cross-bedded sandstone contains scoured channels filled by sand
(figure 38). These medium-grained, sand filled channels trend 220º.
Moving laterally from north to south within the outcrops of the study area, the
sandstone beds of the Bell Springs Member become less resistant and change from a
sheer cliff-forming sandstone to more flaggy bedded silty-sandstone beds (figure 39).
Although the majority of the beds are calcite cemented, there are some beds that lack
CaCO3.
In the upper half of the unit, the sandy beds change from a dominant orange,
reddish-purple color to a light greenish-gray color with a few thick, interbedded purplishred mudstone beds at the top. The mudstones near the upper contact are very nonresistant, planar bedded, and non-calcareous (figure 40). They form deep recesses
beneath the overlying upper unit of the Nugget Sandstone (figure 41) to such a degree
that the overlying sandstones have slumped, resulting in large blocks blanketing the
slopes and obscuring the transition between the members in some places.

Depositional Environment

Although the Nugget Sandstone may at first appear to represent one homogenous
mass of eolian sand, the formation represents two major depositional environments. The
flaser-bedded sandstones and planar laminated mudstones of the Bell Springs Member
are tidal flat deposits and the overlying high angle, cross-bedded sandstone beds are
deposits from one of the largest erg systems to cover North America.
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The tidal flat environment encompasses a coastal setting exposed as a broad lowsloping plain or flat partially uncovered by the rise and fall of the tides. This type of tidal
environment typically develops along open or protected coasts of low relief and relatively
low wave energy (Boggs, 2001). Modern clastic tidal flats have been studied extensively
and depositional models for this type of environment have been developed. Studied
modern tidal flats are located in northwest Germany, North Sea near the Netherlands, The
Wash in England, Bay of Fundy in Nova Scotia, San Francisco Bay and the Gulf of
Mexico in the USA, Gulf of California, Mexico, and King Sound, Australia (Klein,
1976). These modern studies have made it possible to apply models to ancient tidal
deposits. According to these studies, analytical criteria for an ancient tidal flat system
include: 1) diagnostic sedimentary structures, 2) characteristic vertical sequences or
facies, and 3) equivalent regional settings and stratigraphic successions.

Diagnostic Sedimentary Structures

The diagnostic sedimentary structures in a clastic tidal flat deposit can be grouped
into four categories: 1) structures representing rapid reversals of depositing currents, 2)
structures denoting alternating deposition in slack water and strong current such as flaser
and lenticular bedding, clay drapes, etc., 3) structures indicating intermittent subaerial
exposure such as desiccation cracks, plant roots, evaporates, and tracks of vertebrates, 4)
structures indicative of alternating erosion and deposition like channels, scours, and mud
rip-up clasts, (Ginsburg, 1975). The Bell Springs Member contains sedimentary
structures from three of the four categories, supporting a tidal flat depositional system.
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Structures representing rapid reversals of depositing currents are preserved as
herringbone cross-stratification and reactivation surfaces (Klein, 1977). Structures from
this category were observed in the study area where the Bell Springs Member is present;
however, they are minimal occurrences.
The most abundant sedimentary structures are the pervasive ripple marks in the
sandstone and siltstone beds. The majority of the ripple marks are flaser-ripples (figure
33), indicating times of both relatively strong currents and slack water activity. In
addition, alternating beds of sandstone/siltstone and mudstone beds support alternating
times of bedload and suspension deposition. These sedimentary structures are indicative
of a lower mid tidal flat environment.
Evidence of intermittent subaerial exposure includes mudcracks, small salt casts,
extensive mottling caused by plant roots and other organisms, and animal burrowing.
Dinosaur footprints are also present in the uppermost bed of the unit (figures 42 & 43).
Structures indicating alternating erosion and deposition are widespread throughout the Bell Springs Member along the southern flank of the Uinta Mountains. Scour
marks with lag deposits range from small scours between ripple sets to large scale scours
with lag deposits caused by fluvial channeling in the upper part of the unit. Some
intraformational mud chips are also present in the lower sandstone beds.

Characteristic Vertical Sequences or Facies

The tidal flat environment is divided into three zones: subtidal, intertidal, and
supratidal (figure 44) (Boggs, 2001). The subtidal zone comprises the area that normally
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lies just below the mean low-tide level, the intertidal zone is the area between the mean
low- and high-tide levels, while the supratidal zone refers to the part that normally is
located above the mean high-tide level.
A characteristic sediment distribution across a tidal flat is a seaward-coarsening
relationship (figure 44) (Klein, 1977). Three “sequences” or successions within the
intertidal zone account for this laterally seaward facies change. The high-tidal sequence
is dominated by the deposition of mud due to the fact that this is the zone that is
inundated only at high tide and is associated with slack water velocities. It is a
suspension-dominated environment. The mid-tidal environment consists of coarser
sediment mixed with muds, as well as both bedload and suspension deposits. Klein
(1977) indicates that exposure surfaces and current ripples are common in this mid-tidal
zone. He also notes that the low tidal sequence environment is comprised mostly of
sand-sized sediment with the dominant mode of sediment transport and deposition being
bedload deposition. The seaward-coarsening then consists of a fining upward succession.
The preservation of such fining-upward sequences appears to be favored in areas of
moderate to high sediment supply (Klein, 1977).
The Bell Springs exhibits the classic characteristic of seaward coarsening.
Measured ripple marks indicate a shoreline generally trending East-West (figure 34).
Assuming deeper water was north and land was south in the study area, the sand- and
siltstone beds should become finer traveling to the south, and indeed just such a change is
observed. Due to the Uinta Mountains being uplifted in the Late Cretaceous and early
Tertiary, the strata through-out the study area are dipping to the south at a 20º angle. By
following a single, large, sheer sandstone cliff down dip to the south, it is observed that
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the cliff is reduced to a flaggy siltstone ledge that is half the original thickness.
Throughout the entire Bell Springs Member in the study area, there is a general lateral
fining of grain size to the south (figure 39).
The seaward coarsening in the Bell Springs Member creates an apparent fining
upward succession in the unit (figure 40). Generally speaking, measured sections all
indicate a large, flaser ripple dominated sandstone bed forming the basal bed with a
cross-bedded medium-grained sandstone tidal dune set on top of that bed. The bed can
be broken into smaller units of sandstone and siltstone, displaying features characteristic
of a low- to mid-tidal deposit in the intertidal zone. Continuing up in the section,
alternating thinner beds of sandstone, siltstone and mudstone, with a medium-grained
scour and fill sandstone on top are common characteristics of the mid- to upper-tidal
zones in the intertidal zone.
Capping the Bell Springs Member are planar laminated mudstones which vary
from 2 to 5 meters in thickness. Some of these mudstone beds have thin (0.5 m),
intermittent beds of very fine-grain sandstone within them. The capping mudstone beds
also have sporadic lenses of green colored mudstones and sandstones, indicating an
anoxic period of standing water. According to Klein (1977), these are all characteristic of
the high-tidal zone within the intertidal zone. The green mudstones and sandstones were
most likely deposited on the supratidal zone as a result of large storms blowing waves
farther onto shore and stranding the water in local pools.
Overlying the Bell Springs Member is the unnamed cross-bedded member of the
Nugget Sandstone. This represents the encroaching erg of the upper Nugget Sandstone.
The continuously increasing sediment supply from the advancing eolian sand dunes is
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responsible for the preserved fining-upward succession. The trade winds responsible for
transporting sand also transported silt and very fine-grained sand, which was
subsequently deposited on the tidal flat as mudstone and siltstone beds, interbedded with
the sandstone beds. Eventually, eolian sands began to overwhelm the shallow-water
deposits and trough-cross bedded eolian sands were deposited by winds blowing from the
northwest to the southeast. Eolian sands eventually overwhelmed the area and large
dunes dominated the landscape. There does not appear to be a major unconformity
anywhere between the upper Chinle mudstones and the erg system. If a major gap exists,
it must be within the windblown sands. This is supported not only by the gradational
nature of the sediments, but by the Triassic dinosaur tracks in the erg sands.

Equivalent Regional Settings

The final characteristic of a tidal flat interpretation is how well it fits in with the
surrounding regional stratigraphy. Other studies on the Bell Springs Member of the
Nugget Sandstone have interpreted it to have been deposited in a tidal flat environment.
To the north of the study area, near Lander, Wyoming, one study that reports a tidal flat
depositional system for the Bell Springs (figure 46) was published by Doelger and
Steidtmann (1982). They measured ripple marks that yielded a general northwestsoutheast (vector mean 121º) shoreline trend with the northernmost section in the study
area showing a bend in the shoreline to an east-west trend.
The type section for the Bell Springs Member is near Rawlins, Wyoming
(northeast of the study area). These strata (figure 47) also are reported to have been
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deposited in a tidal flat system (Doelger and Steidtmann, 1982). However, the section
near Rawlins is much thicker (64 m) (Pipiringos, 1968) and has many more interbedded
sandstones and mudstones, probably indicating a shallower location on the shoreline (mid
to upper tidal sequence in the intertidal zone). A future detailed analysis of this section
would greatly aid in the regional correlation of facies and shoreline geometry.
As has been mentioned previously in this report, ripple marks in the Bell Springs
Member along the southern flank of the Uinta Mountains, show a general northeastsouthwest shoreline trend. In Spanish Fork Canyon, near Diamond Fork, Utah, Brandley
(1988), concluded that the upper Ankareh Formation included beds deposited in a tidal
flat system. These beds (figure 48) appear to be stratigraphically equivalent to the Bell
Springs Member. Stratigraphically equivalent beds on the north flank of the Uinta
Mountains, near Sheep Creek, Daggett County, Utah, appear to have been deposited in a
deeper water system, as do the equivalent beds to the west near Hannah, Utah. The Bell
Springs Member at the Nugget Sandstone type section (figure 49), west of Kemmerer,
Wyoming, also appears to have been deposited in relatively deeper water, given the
abundant mudstone and siltstone beds, lack of sandstone beds, and planar lamination
within the more competent beds in these sections. These beds are consistent with the
regional setting, owing to the placement of the shoreline with a basin to the west and
north of the presently studied outcrops. Piecing the shoreline data together provides a
general idea of what the coastal geometry was in the Late Triassic (figure 50).
Interestingly, when viewing the data from all the studies, the emergent shoreline
geometry appears to follow the northeastern trend of the Nugget/Navajo Sandstone
isopach map (figure 51). This could be due to the migrating erg eventually overtaking
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the shallow marine/shoreline system and infilling the basin where the water and mudflats
used to be.
Lucas and others (1997) suggest that the lower unit of the Nugget Sandstone is
correlative with the Rock Point Formation of the Chinle Group near the 4 corners region.
If the shoreline actually does follow the isopach trend of the Nugget/Navajo Sandstone,
then this correlation is possible. However, this is an area that requires further study and
data.
Assuming the shoreline did not make a turn to the south and continued the same
direction from the study area in Vernal, Utah and farther to the west, then it is possible
that the broad, open, east-west trending tidal flats could have been the source for the
Wingate Sandstone. An eolian origin for the Wingate Sandstone has been confirmed at a
number of locations (Blakey et al, 1988) but a regional summary of the eolian history has
not been published.

Unnamed Cross-Bedded Member of the Nugget Sandstone

The unnamed cross-stratified member is characterized by high-angle, trough-cross
bedded sandstone (figure 10). However, the unit is not completely homogenous. There
are, in the lower 18 m of this 215 m thick unit, planar, ripple-laminated beds. In addition,
thin dolomite beds (up to 0.5 m think) and dolomitic sandstone with planar bedding are
preserved near the top of this member. The typical sandstone in this member is light
gray, tan, brown, orange, or red in color. The sandstone is dominantly medium- to coarsegrained, sub-rounded, quartz-rich, well sorted, and calcite cemented. In the basal 15 m,
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purplish-red to green mudstones, which are < 1 m in thickness, are common. High and
Picard (1975) reported, “During deposition of the cross-stratified facies, the prevailing
arid climate was only infrequently interrupted by wet periods, resulting in small lakes,
inland sabkhas, and mudflats.” In our study area, the dolomite and dolomitic sandstone
beds were also formed in transient, local, wet interdune lakes or oases. The crossstratified unit is believed to be equivalent to the Navajo Sandstone of the Colorado
Plateau, but precise correlations between the two are not currently possible.
High and Picard (1975) interpreted that the arid conditions that prevailed were
intermittently broken by relatively short wetter seasons. These wetter times created intradunal lakes, inland sabkhas, and mudflats that left behind aerially-restricted deposits of
dolomite and siltstone. Red streaks throughout the Nugget Sandstone are also attributed
to these persistent lakes and sabkhas during the wetter conditions (High and Picard,
1975).

TRIASSIC-JURASSIC BOUNDARY

The boundary between the Triassic and Jurassic strata in the Uinta Mountains area
is poorly defined. The J-0 unconformity of Pipiringos and O’Sullivan (1978) is thought
to mark the boundary between the Triassic and Jurassic systems, and has been placed at
the contact between the Chinle Formation and the Nugget Sandstone. An angular
unconformity is exposed between these formations near Squaw Spring, north of Vernal,
UT (figure 32); however, this unconformity is not always obvious in the study area and
may only represent a depositional (e.g. deltaic clinoform) relationship. Dinosaur tracks,
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found within the Bell Springs Member of the Nugget Sandstone in the study area (figures
42 & 43), have been identified as Triassic (Lockley and others, 1992). Therefore, the J-0
unconformity is stratigraphically above the dinosaur track-bearing part of the Bell
Springs Member.
Could the J-0 be located higher in the section within the Nugget Sandstone? This
is certainly possible, but no obvious breaks in sedimentation have been found. It could
be possible that the Triassic/Jurassic boundary in this area is conformable and the J-0 is
non-existent. The lower Nugget Sandstone (Bell Springs Member) consists of siltstone,
sandstone, and mudstone beds of marine tidal flat origin and apparently grades into an
eolian, sand- and silt-dominated upper Nugget Sandstone with some eolian beds in the
lower unit and some rippled fluvial sands and silts still found above the first massive
eolian sandstone.

CONCLUSIONS

Spanning the Triassic/Jurassic boundary in the Uinta Mountains area are the
beautifully exposed outcrops of the Chinle Formation and the overlying Nugget
Sandstone. These formations reveal a history of volcanism, extreme fluctuations in lake
levels, inundation of a marine transgression and the extinction of a shallow marine tidal
flat as the basin filled with eolian sands. Nomenclature in the area has been problematic
in the past. The names proposed in this paper advocate a change to using the Wyoming
formation name (Bell Springs Member) for the Nugget Sandstone in the Uinta Mountain
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region. The Nugget Formation in Wyoming, as described at the type section, is the best
correlation for the units in the Uinta Mountain region. The names from the Colorado
Plateau, however, cannot be applied in the Uinta Mountain region with confidence. The
J-0 unconformity of Pipiringos and O’Sullivan (1978) is not clearly expressed in the
study area and is assumed to be either non-existent or hidden in the massive sandstones
of the upper member of the Nugget Sandstone.
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Figure 1. Index map of study area and map area (Donkey Flat quadrangle).
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Figure 2. Stratigraphic column for the Donkey Flat quadrangle.
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Figure 3. Typical outcrop of the Park City Formation in the Donkey Flat quadrangle.
This picture taken looking up Pothole Canyon.

Figure 4. Interbedded sandstones and mudstones within the Dinwoody
Formation. Stringers of gypsum are visible above and below the hammer.

Figure 5. Typical outcrop of the Moenkopi Formation.

Gartra Member
Moenkopi
Formation

Figure 6. A thick channel within the Gartra Member of the Chinle Formation near Big
Brush Creek and Utah Highway 191. View is looking east.

Bell Springs Member
upper red unit
ocher unit

purple unit

Gartra
Member

Figure 7. The Chinle Formation in outcrop. All units are represented here: the basal
Gartra Member (dip slope), the lower purple unit, the ocher unit, and the upper red
unit. The overlying resistant cliffs belong to the Bell Spring Member of the Nugget
Sandstone (the cross-bedded unit of the Nugget Sandstone is not present). Picture
taken half a mile west of Highway 191. View is looking west.

Figure 8. Fluvial conglomerate bed within the upper red unit of the Chinle Formation.
Shovel handle is approximately 1 meter in total length.

Figure 9. Typical outcrop of the Triassic/Jurassic section at Red Fleet State Park, north
of Vernal, UT. The lower slope is the Chinle Formation, the middle resistant, cliff-former
is the Bell Springs Member, and the upper blocky cliffs are the unnamed cross-stratified
member of the Nugget Sandstone. View is looking north-east.

Figure 10. Upper cross-stratified member of the Nugget Sandstone at Little Brush
Creek. View is from the east bank, looking west.

Figure 11. The Carmel Formation caps the Nugget Sandstone. View is looking east on
Red Fleet trackway road.

Figure 12. The embedded ash layer in the Carmel Formation. Picture was taken
near the South Beach road at Red Fleet State Park. View is looking east.

Figure 13. Outcrop of Entrada Sandstone and Stump Formation. The Entrada sandstones rarely outcrop and generally form strike valleys througout the area. This
outcrop is near Steinaker Reservoir, looking southeast.

Figure 14. The Stump Formation. This photo was taken along the Red Fleet
trackway road, near Cottonwood Wash. View is looking south.

Figure 15. The Morrison Formation is often covered by sandy/silty alluvium. This
outcrop is located east of Red Fleet Reservoir at Little Donkey Flat. View is looking east.

Figure 16. Cretaceous rocks outcropping and forming the slope that parallels the
south side of Utah Highway 191. The formations included are: Cedar Mountain
Formation, Dakota Sandstone, Mowry Shale, and the Frontier Sandstone.

Figure 17. The Mancos Shale outcropping near Big Brush Creek, below the Red Fleet
Reservoir dam. View is looking northwest.

Figure 18. Two levels of alluvial pediment, deposited as alluvial fans from streams
carving canyons into the Park City Formation, cap the Dinwoody Formation. View is
from the east side of Little Brush Creek, looking west. Red Mountain towers in the
background.

Figure 19. Various pictures of the thick alluvial pediments capping the Buckskin Hills
(Mancos Shale). The unconsolidated cobbles and boulders probably are the remains of
landslide debris or glacial outwash filling an incised valley, resulting in inverted topography.

Figure 20. Donkey Flat in the background is the result of re-worked alluvial pediment debris. Atleast three alluvial pediment levels can be observed in the area. Picture was taken from the Buckskin Hills, looking east. Diamond Mountain, another
source for alluvial debris, is on the horizon.

Figure 21. Large cobbles and boulders comprise the alluvial pediments on top of
Buckskin Hills. This large boulder is a large clast from the Precambrian Uinta
Mountain Quartzite.

Figure 22. Mowry Shale is seen skirting around blocks of Frontier Sandstone. It is
believed to be the detachment causing a large lanslide within the Frontier Sandstone.
View is from Steinaker Draw, looking southeast.

Figure 23. The large phophate strip mine on the dip slope of the Park
City Formation. This mine is located in the extreme northwest corner
of the Donkey Flat quadrangle and has significantly altered the landscape and bedrock. View is looking north from above Big Brush Creek
near Utah Highway 191.

Figure 24. The earth dam built in the Frontier Sandstone to block the Big
Brush Creek, creating Red Fleet Reservoir. View is looking northeast.

Figure 25. Red Fleet Reservoir. View is looking north from old quarry near
the dam. The reservoir is used for recreation and to regulate water flow in Big
Brush Creek.

Figure 26. Pictures of the “battleships” to whch Red Fleet State Park get its name.
These rock formations are comprised of Chinle Formation, Bell Springs Member,
and upper member of the Nugget Sandstone.

Figure 27. Index map showing the localities mentioned in this paper. 1) Squaw Spring 2)
Brush Creek 3) Red Fleet State Park 4) Hanna 5) Spanish Fork Canyon 6) Parley’s Canyon
7) Sheep Creek Geological Loop.
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Figure 28. Generalized stratigraphic columns illustrating the different formation names
and formation contacts from past authors.
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Figure 29. Stratigraphic column depicting the Upper
Triassic/Lower Jurassic section in the study area along the
south flank of the Uinta Mountains.

Figure 30. The Nugget Sandstone. Both members are represented in this photo: the Bell
Springs Member at the base and the overlying unnamed cross-stratified member. The
white line separates both members. Trees are ~10 feet tall for scale. Picture taken in Dry
Fork Canyon, near McConkie Ranch, northwest of Vernal, UT. View is looking east.
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Figure 31. Stratigraphic columns from measured sections taken across the
study area. A) from Mosby Creek area, B) from Squaw Spring area, and C)
from the Red Fleet area. Thicknesses and individual beds vary, however over
the whole of the formation, it appears to be realtively homogenous.

Figure 32. The angular unconformity that separates the upper red unit
of the Chinle Formation and the overlying Bell Springs Member. High
and others (1969) believe it is an angular unconformity, representing
structural warping before the deposition of the Bell Springs Member.
However, it may represent a deltaic clinoform, unique only to this
location. Photo taken south of Squaw Springs (northwest of Vernal,
UT). Note labrador retriever for scale.

Figure 33. Flaser ripples in the Bell Springs Member. These
sedimentary structures are characteristic of the middle to high
facies within the intertidal zone.

Figure 34. Rose diagrams compiled from ripple mark directions in the study area. Measurements were taken parallel to ripple crests, due to their symmetrical geometry. The
overall paleocurrent vector mean is 81/261 degrees. Splitting the different areas out,
directions vary; possibly illustrating the geography of the shoreline.

Figure 35. Mudcracks and salt crystal casts within the Bell Springs Member denote
periods of subarial exposure, typical of a tidal flat system.

Figure 36. Cross-bedded sandstone beds within the Bell Springs Member. Large
scour marks in the underlying beds and lack of sorting suggest these beds are
offshore sand bars. Paleocurrent analysis suggests these bars migrated along strike
of the shoreline (90 degrees), perpendicular to ripple mark trends.

Figure 37. Basal high-angle cross bedding and unit capping sigmoidal beds are interpreted to represent deposition from offshore sand bars.

Figure 38. Scour and fill from migrating sand bars within the Bell Springs Member.
Paleocurrent analysis suggests these dunes were moving at 220 degrees.

Figure 39. Moving latteraly to the south, bedding within the Bell Springs
appears to become finer grained as massive cliffs become more flaggy.

Figure 40. The McConkey Ranch outcrop. This picture illustrates the
fining upward of the section. The lower 1/3 is comprised of fine-grained
sandstone, the middle 1/3 is comprised of interbedded sandstones and
mudstones, and the upper 1/3 is primarily the purple mudstone.

Figure 41. The purplish-red mudstone at the contact between the lower Bell
Springs Member and the upper unnamed cross-stratified member of the
Nugget Sandstone. Photo taken south of Squaw Springs (northwest of
Vernal, UT.).

Figure 42. Dinosaur trackway near Dinosaur National
Monument. Tracks are in the Bell Springs Member and
have been identified to be Triassic in age (Lockley and
others, 1992).

Figure 43. This dinosaur footprint in the Bell
Springs Member of the Nugget Sandstone is Triassic
in age (Lockley and others, 1992).
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Figure 44. Figure depicting the three zones of the tidal flat system; subtidal, intratidal, supratidal zones. The intratidal zone can be further divided into three facies;
lower, middle, and upper.
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Figure 45. General model for a tidal flat deposit within the intertidal zone. The Bell
Springs Member does not contain many herringbone structures, however it does
contain abundant strucures from the mid tidal and high tidal sequences.

Figure 46. Bell Springs Member at Dallas oil field near Lander, WY.

Figure 47. Outcrop and sedimentary structures at the contact of the Popo Agie
Formation and the Bell Springs Member near Rawlins, WY (type section).

Figure 48. Outcrop in Spanish Fork Canyon of the upper Ankareh Formation
and the overlying Nugget Sandstone. The upper Ankareh is stratigraphically
equivalent to the Bell Springs Member and contains beds of tidal flat deposits
(Brandley, 1988).

Figure 49. Bell Springs Member in road cut at the Nugget Sandstone
type section (approximately 15 miles west of Kemmerer, WY).
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Figure 50. Shoreline geometry for the Bell Springs Member. It is presently unclear
whether the shoreline, west of Vernal, Utah, turns to the north or sout.
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Figure 51. Isopach map of the Nugget and Navajo Sandstones. Following between
the 250 and 500 line, it appears to mirror the shorline from the Bell Springs
Member.

